
                                                Worksheet 

            Errors and omissions 

Q1} In the passage given below, there is one error in each line. Write the 

incorrect word and the correction in the space given. 

Ganesh Chathurthi was the religious                                 __________  __________ 

Festival dedicate to Ganesh ,                                                ___________  __________ 

A son of lord Shiva. In western                                             __________   __________ 

Parts especial, as well as all                                                   ___________  __________ 

Over India the idols to Ganesha                                            ___________  __________ 

Or pictures are keep or hung                                                 ___________  __________ 

On walls into the houses for                                                   ___________  __________ 

Luck, peace or good fortune                                                    ___________   _________ 

Q2} find out the errors and write down the correct word for it. 

We admire and love nature.nature have                              ___________  ___________ 

an extraordinary fact which was                                            ___________  ___________ 

full with energy.we can view                                                  ____________  __________ 

nature all around us into rivers    ____________  __________ 

rocks, glaciers , forests but      ____________  ___________ 

outskirts from villages and cities.     ____________  ___________ 

nature is a vital part to our     ____________   ___________ 

life.it is a best teacher and healer.       ____________  ___________         
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Q3} Edit the following passage by replacing the incorrect word with the 

correct one. 

Everything about an office room,  

At sanskriti college,Calcutta , were simple. 

That is how ishwar Chandra vidyasagar, 

Who worked there,wants it. He did 

Not liked any pomp and show.he 

Did not need them,either.his learning but 

Wisdom were the envy to many.he 

Was not after riches.whatever,he has, he 

Shared with others. 

 

 

Q4} small deeds of kindness brings 

Fame, prosperity but popularity. 

One that teaches the poor boys 

And girls one hour the day renders 

A great service of humanity.a man 

Who feed the ants with a few 

Pinch of flour everyday gains 

A lot by the passage of time. 
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